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800	dose	walk-in 0.14	(US) 4,225 335 119
Jan	23 1
st campus	clinic	observed,	
800	dose	walk-in 0.37 11,167 885 315
Feb	4 1st FEMA	playbook 0.40 12,072 957 341
Feb	26 1
st drive-through	clinic	
observed,	3000	dose 0.38 11,468 909 324
Mar 15 FEMA	playbook	updated 0.56 16,901 1,339 477
Apr	08 Daily	doses	near	peak 0.8 24,144 1,913 681








































Daily	doses	(12-hour	shift) 6,000 3,000 1,000 250
Minimum	square	feet 15,000 7,500 4,500 2,500



















































































Resource Type	1 Type	2 Type	3 Type	4
Minimum	square	feet 15,000 7,500 4,500 2,500
Parking	>=	____	vehicles 800 600 250 130
Total	clinical	staff 213 144 54 26
Vaccinators 100 60 15 6
Registered	Nurses 20 15 8 4
EMS	personnel 4 4 2 2
Ambulances 2 2 1 1
Total	non-clinical	staff 132 91 40 20
Command	&	control 5 3 3 2
Law	enforcement/security 30 15 6 3





Resource Type	1 Type	2 Type	3 Type	4
Lot	size	(sq	ft,	acres) (538,000;	12) (270,000;	6) (90,000;	2) (23,000;	0.5)
Parking	>=	____	vehicles 800 600 250 130
Total	clinical	staff 213 144 54 26
Vaccinators 100 60 15 6
Registered	Nurses 20 15 8 4
EMS	personnel 4 4 2 2
Ambulances 2 2 1 1
Total	non-clinical	staff 132	à 156 91	à 110 40 20
Command	&	control 5 3 3 2
Law	enforcement/security 30 15 6 3


















































































































































































































Shift	length	(hrs) HHA1 HHA2 HHA3 HHA4 HHA5 All	HHAs
Minimum 14.2 7.6 12.8 9.7 12.7 7.6
Average 15.8 8.8 14.2 11.0 14.3 12.8
Maximum 17.7 10.5 16.2 12.5 15.9 17.7
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Alternative	means	of	dispensing	
summary
• In-home	vaccine	dispensing	via	HHAs	is	a	viable	shots-to-people	method	for	reaching	
homebound	persons	
• The	nurse	route	durations	that	would	be	required	to	vaccinate	all	of	an	HHA’s	staff	and	
clientele	in	a	single	day	is	likely	to	be	prohibitive	(12.8	hour	average	implies	many	are	
longer	than	12.8	hours)
• Splitting	the	vaccination	visits	across	two	or	more	days	would	provide	route	durations	
shorter	than	shift	lengths	(further	details	require	analysis)
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Logistics	&	the	vaccine	wrap-up	(1	of	2)
• We	are	getting	“shots	in	arms”	via	a	myriad	of	dispensing	venues
• Alternative	means	of	dispensing,	such	as	in-home,	are	important	for	serving	vulnerable	
populations
• As	daily	doses	decline,	we	must	think	about	how	to	reach	the	unvaccinated
• Many	issues	that	contribute	to	vaccine	hesitancy	are	beyond	scope	of	this	lecture
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Logistics	&	the	vaccine	wrap-up	(2	of	2)
• Logistics	is	in	scope	of	this	lecture
• A	preventive	service	should	be	convenient	to	maximize	participation
• Convenience	can	mean	a	good	location	(e.g.,	where	to	open	the	CVC?)
• Convenience	can	mean	short	waits	(e.g.,	how	to	staff	or	layout	the	CVC?)
• Industrial	and	systems	engineering	tools	exist	to	help	with	these	logistics	questions!
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Questions?
Ashlea	Bennett	Milburn,	PhD
ashlea@uark.edu
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